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This is the fourth 28–200mm Sigma zoom
we’ve tested in recent years, and it bears the
designations IF (internal focusing) and
aspherical. It’s average in size, for the current
breed of 28–200s, and rather light in
weight, due to its telescoping polycarbonate
barrel. Beautifully finished in matte black,
with very legible white distance and focal-
length numerals, it also has macro magnifica-
tion ratios (for the 1.6 ft minimum distance)
that become visible atop the extended barrel
as you zoom out to tele focal lengths. The
rubberized zoom ring, which is very wide,
with a grippably striated pattern, turns with
reasonable smoothness and holds settings
well. The manual focusing ring is narrow but
easy to grasp, turns very smoothly, but its
action is underdamped. There is no aperture
ring on the Canon EOS-mount version we
tested. Other features include: manual/AF
tab, locking tab for stowing lens in its most
compact (28mm) position, and bayonet lens-
hood mount on front ring.
In the lab: SQF data indicate excellent
imaging performance at 28mm and 80mm,
good performance at 200mm—an improve-
ment over the last 28–200mm f/3.5 to
f/5.6 Sigma DL Hyperzoom we tested.

At 28mm, there was considerable barrel
distortion (2.05 percent). There was notice-
able pincushion distortion (1.73 percent) at
80mm, and considerable pincushion distor-
tion (2.48 percent) at 200mm.

Exposure accuracy at the film plane 
was extremely high at 28mm, with 
1⁄3-stop underexposure at maximum aperture
due to light falloff, less than 1⁄10 deviation
from f/5.6 to f/16, and 1⁄3-stop under at
f/22. At 200mm, exposures were accurate,
measuring 1⁄3-stop under at maximum aper-
ture due to light falloff, under 2⁄5-stop over
between f/8 and f/16, and 1⁄3- and 2⁄5-stop
over at f/22 and f/38, respectively.

At the closest focus distance of 171⁄4
inches at 28mm (1:12.5), center sharpness
was very good at f/3.5, and excellent from
f/5.6 to f/22. Corner sharpness was poor
from f/3.5 to f/11, good at f/16, and
acceptable at f/22. Optimum performance
was at f/16.

At 80mm, and the closest focusing dis-

tance of 17 inches (1:5), center sharpness
was excellent from f/3.5 to f/16, very
good at f/22, and acceptable at f/32.
Optimum performance was at f/22.

At the 200mm minimum focusing distance
of 163⁄4 inches (1:3.3), center sharpness
was excellent from f/5.6 to f/16, very
good at f/22, and acceptable at f/38.
Corner sharpness was poor from f/5.6 to
11, acceptable from f/16–22, and accept-
able at f/38. Optimum performance was 
at f/16.
In the field: Test slides were sharp and

contrasty at all apertures and focal lengths
except for corner images shot at 200mm
between f/22 and f/38, which were slight-
ly soft. Light falloff was gone by f/5.6 at
28mm, and by f/8 at 80mm and 200mm.
Flare was very well controlled throughout.
Autofocus speed was fast, and AF action
was quiet.
Conclusion: The best performing
28–200mm Sigma we have tested to date
and one of the top contenders in this popu-
lar category. p

Sigma 28–200mm
f/3.5–5.6 Hyperzoom

Macro AF
Improved performance, moderate
price, macro to 1:3.3 at 200mm

5⁄16 in

51⁄16 in

3 in
7⁄8 in

Mounts: Canon AF, Minolta AF, Nikon AF, Pentax
AF, and Sigma AF
Lenshood: Included
List price: $420
Street price: Approx. $250

SPECIFICATIONS: 28–200mm
(29.32–194.98mm tested), f/3.5–5.6 (f/3.42–5.75
tested), 16 elements in 14 groups. Focusing
turns 60 degrees counterclockwise. Zoom ring
turns 80 degrees clockwise. Focal lengths
marked at 28–, 35–, 50–, 80–, 135–, and
200mm.
Diagonal View Angle: 75–12 degrees 
Weight: 137⁄8 oz
Filter size: 62mm 

@ 28mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
3.5 96.1 95.7 94.3 91.2 85.1 77.8
5.6 96.2 95.8 94.5 91.4 85.5 78.4
8.0 96.4 96.0 94.8 91.9 86.4 80.0
11.0 96.3 95.9 94.6 91.6 86.0 79.2
16.0 96.0 95.6 94.2 91.0 84.7 77.2
22.0 95.5 95.0 93.5 89.9 82.7 73.9

@ 80mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
4.5 96.7 96.4 95.2 92.6 87.7 82.0
8.0 96.8 96.5 95.4 92.8 88.2 82.9
11.0 96.5 96.2 95.0 92.2 87.1 81.2
16.0 96.0 95.6 94.2 91.0 84.9 77.5
22.0 95.2 94.7 93.1 89.2 81.1 71.1
32.0 95.3 94.8 93.2 89.3 81.4 71.6

@ 200mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
5.6 94.5 93.6 90.2 80.1 65.4 55.1
8.0 95.3 94.6 91.8 83.9 72.0 63.1
11.0 95.3 94.6 91.8 83.9 72.0 63.4
16.0 95.2 94.5 91.7 83.5 71.4 62.8
22.0 94.6 93.8 90.6 81.1 66.6 55.4
38.0 94.4 93.5 90.1 80.0 64.6 52.6
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